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We study dynamical decoupling in a multiqubit setting, where it is combined with quantum logic gates. This
is illustrated in terms of computation using Heisenberg interactions only, where global decoupling pulses
commute with the computation. We derive a rigorous error bound on the trace distance or fidelity between the
desired computational state and the actual time-evolved state, for a system subject to coupling to a bounded-
strength bath. The bound is expressed in terms of the operator norm of the effective Hamiltonian generating the
evolution in the presence of decoupling and logic operations. We apply the bound to the case of periodic pulse
sequences and find that in order to maintain a constant trace distance or fidelity, the number of cycles—at fixed
pulse interval and width—should scale in inverse proportion to the square of the number of qubits. This sets a
scalability limit on the protection of quantum computation using periodic dynamical decoupling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-information processing harbors enormous un-
leashed potential in the form of efficient algorithms for clas-
sically intractable tasks �1�. Perhaps the largest hurdle on the
way to a realization of this potential is the problem of deco-
herence, which results when a quantum system, such as a
quantum computer, interacts with an uncontrollable environ-
ment �2�. Decoherence reduces the information processing
capabilities of quantum computers to the point where they
can be efficiently simulated on a classical computer �3�. In
spite of dramatic progress in the form of a theory of fault
tolerant quantum error correction �e.g., �4��, finding methods
for overcoming decoherence that are both efficient and prac-
tical remains an important challenge. An alternative to quan-
tum error correction �QEC� that is substantially less resource
intensive is dynamical decoupling �DD� �5�. This method
does not require feedback or the exponential growth in the
number of qubits typical of fault tolerant �concatenated�
QEC. In DD one applies a succession of short pulses to the
system, designed to decouple it from the environment. This
can substantially slow down decoherence, though not halt it
completely, in contrast to the promises of fault-tolerant QEC.
While initially the general theory of DD was developed un-
der the assumption of highly idealized �essentially infinitely
fast and strong� pulses �6–8�, subsequent work relaxed these
assumptions, showing that DD can still be beneficial in the
presence of bounded strength controls �9�. In the simplest
possible DD protocol, known as “periodic DD” �PDD�, one
applies a certain predetermined sequence over and over
again. While this protocol typically does not work as well as
random �10–12�, recursive-deterministic �13�, or hybrid
schemes �14� when finite pulse intervals and pulse width are
accounted for, it has the advantage of simplicity. In this work

our purpose is to present a rigorous analysis of DD, and in
particular to derive error bounds on its performance in the
periodic �PDD� setting.

With a few exceptions that belong to the realm of ideal-
ized pulses �15–18� or to the paradigm of adiabatic quantum
computing �19�, DD studies have focused on preserving
quantum information �memory�, rather than processing it
�computation�. In order to combine computation with DD,
Ref. �15� introduced three strategies: The first strategy re-
quires applying the computational operations “stroboscopi-
cally,” i.e., at the end of each decoupling cycle, where the
system is momentarily decoherence free. This is conceptu-
ally similar to computation over error-correcting codes,
where a computational gate is applied at the end of an error-
correction cycle �20�. The disadvantage of this “strobo-
scopic” approach is that, in reality, the computational opera-
tions take a finite time to implement, so that the system
decoheres while a computational gate is being applied to it.
The second strategy is to alternate and modulate the control
Hamiltonian used to implement quantum computation, in
which the net overall effect of the DD operations still allows
a desired unitary operation on the system, along with the
correction of errors. The third strategy proposed in Ref. �15�
is to use DD pulses that commute with the computational
operations, so that the two can be executed simultaneously.
Here we address the problem of circuit-model quantum com-
putation �1� using DD with realistic pulse assumptions. We
combine DD with computation via the use of codes and uni-
versality results arising from the theory of decoherence-free
subspaces and subsystems �DFSs� �21–23�. Our method is
conceptually related to a hybrid version of the second and
third strategies of Ref. �15�, in that we impose the commu-
tation condition between the DD pulses and the computa-
tional Hamiltonian, but we find that improved performance is
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obtained if the DD and computational operations simply al-
ternate. Thus, in our scheme the computational gate is
“spread” over an entire DD cycle �or, conversely, the DD
cycle is spread over the computational gate�. We fully incor-
porate finite pulse intervals and pulse widths and assess the
performance of our scheme in the PDD setting. We find a
rigorous error bound, from which it follows that for a fixed
error the number of DD cycles cannot scale faster than the
inverse square of the system size �at fixed pulse width and
pulse interval�. This means that there is a tradeoff between
the length of time over which decoherence errors can be
suppressed using PDD, and the scalability of a quantum
computation it is meant to protect.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We define the
model in Sec. II. We provide background on dynamical de-
coupling in Sec. III, where we also derive the effective
Hamiltonian describing the evolution under the action of de-
coupling and computation. This leads to the “error phase,”
namely the effective Hamiltonian times time �a type of ac-
tion�, which is the quantity we wish to minimize. In Sec. IV
we derive rigorous error bounds that relate the error between
the desired and actual final state to the norm of the error
phase. In Sec. V we estimate the error associated with the
decoupled evolution �i.e., the evolution in the presence of a
DD pulse sequence�, relative to the decoherence-free evolu-
tion �no system-bath coupling�. Section VI is where we de-
rive our key result: We apply the idea of encoded operations
and dynamical decoupling to PDD, and compute the error
bound. In Sec. VII we illustrate our construction with en-
coded DD computation in a quantum dots setting, where
computation is implemented via Heisenberg interactions. We
conclude with a discussion of our results in Sec. VIII. Ex-
tensive background material is presented in the appendixes.

II. MODEL

We express the total Hamiltonian for system plus bath in
the form

H�t� = Hctrl�t� � IB + Herr + IS � HB, �1�

where I is the identity operator, Hctrl acts on the system only
and serves to implement �encoded� control operations such
as logic gates, Herr is the “error” Hamiltonian �system-bath
couplings plus undesired interactions among system qubits
that do not commute with Hctrl�, and HB is the pure-bath
Hamiltonian. Let Uctrl be the �encoded� logic gate generated
by switching on Hctrl for duration T, in the absence of the
bath and any undesired interactions within the system,

Uctrl�T� = T exp�− i�
0

T

Hctrl�t�dt� = exp�− i�R� , �2�

where T denotes time ordering, R is a dimensionless logic
operator, and � is the angle of rotation around this operator.
However, due to the presence of the undesired Herr and HB
terms, we will in fact obtain the following unitary acting on
the joint system and bath Hilbert space:

Ubare�T� = T exp�− i�
0

T

�Hctrl�t� � IB + Herr + IS � HB�dt� ,

�3�

This is the essence of the problem of any quantum control
procedure, whether it be for quantum-information processing
or other purposes: Ubare entangles system and bath and
implements a transformation on the system that can be very
different from the desired Uctrl. Our goal in this work is to
show how to modify Ubare so that the distance between a
state evolving under it and a state evolving under Uctrl can be
made arbitrarily small. This will be done by adding another
Hamiltonian to the system, which implements DD opera-
tions, and is designed to effectively cancel Herr without in-
terfering with Hctrl.

III. DYNAMICAL-DECOUPLING BACKGROUND
AND THE ERROR PHASE

A. Dynamical decoupling defined

We assume that the decoupling operations are realized as
pulses Pi by switching on �and off� a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian HDD�t�. The essential condition that will ensure that
the decoupling pulses interfere minimally with the control
operations is

�HDD�t�,Hctrl�t��� = 0 ∀ t,t�. �4�

The total propagator is now generated by the time-dependent
total Hamiltonian

Htot�t� = HDD�t� + Hctrl�t� + Herr + HB, �5�

i.e.,

U�T� = T exp�− i�
0

T

Htot�t�dt� . �6�

Notice that the total Hamiltonian includes the control, DD,
and bare Hamiltonians. The pulses are applied at times �tj

+�	 j=0
N−1 given by

tj = j�� + �� , �7�

where � is the pulse interval and � is the pulse width. From
here on we assume for simplicity that HDD�t� is piecewise
constant �thus we are performing a worst-case analysis, our
conclusions can only be improved by pulse shaping �24,25��,

HDD�t� = 
0, tj � t � tj+1 − � ,

HP
�j+1�, tj+1 − � � t � tj+1,

�
j � �0, . . . ,N − 1	 . �8�

Let

T = tN = N�� + �� �9�

denote the time it takes to complete one DD cycle, consisting
of N pulses generated by the HP

j ,

Pj = exp�− iHP
�j���, j = 1, . . . ,N . �10�
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The commutation condition �4� becomes

�HP
�j�,Hctrl�t�� = �Pj,Hctrl�t�� = 0 ∀ j . �11�

This will allow us to import many of the results of the
control-free scenario, i.e., when Hctrl�t�=0. For the remainder
of this section we review this setting, and return to the ques-
tion of how to ensure the commutation condition in Sec. VII.

Denoting a free evolution period �when HDD=0� of dura-
tion � by

f� = exp�− i��Herr + HB�� , �12�

a single cycle can be written as

PNf�PN−1f�PN−2 ¯ P1f�

= PNf��PN
† PN�PN−1f���PNPN−1�†�PNPN−1��PN−2 ¯ P1f�

= �DNf�DN
† ��DN−1f�DN−1

† �DN−2 ¯ D1f�D1
†

� e−iTHeff�T�, �13�

where the unitary “decoupling group” �6� G= �Dj	 j=1
N has el-

ements defined as

Dj � PN ¯ Pj, D1 � IS, �14�

where the condition D1� IS is imposed because of the ap-
pearance of D1

† in Eq. �13�; this imposes a relation among the
pulse Hamiltonians HP

�j� via Eq. �10�. Note that this is only
possible in the zero width limit, since such a relation cannot
be satisfied when the system-bath and bath Hamiltonians are
present during the pulse.

The effective Hamiltonian Heff�T� can be approximated
using the Magnus expansion �26� �see also Appendix A�. To
first order in the Magnus expansion

Heff�T� � Heff
�1��T� + Heff

�2+�,

Heff
�1��T� � 

j=1

N

Dj�Herr + HB�Dj
† = �G�Herr� + NHB,

�Heff
�2+�� = O�T�Herr + HB�2� . �15�

This can be viewed as a projection

�G�Herr� � 
j=1

N

DjHerrDj
† �16�

into the centralizer Z�G����V��V ,Dj�=0, ∀ Dj �G	. In-
deed, since �HB ,Dj�=0 for all j,

Dk
†�Heff

�1�,Dk� = Dk
†

j=1

N

�DjHerrDj
† + HB,Dk�

= 
j=1

N

�Dk
†Dj�Herr�Dk

†Dj�† − DjHerrDj
† = 0

⇒ �Heff
�1�,Dk� = 0 ∀ k , �17�

where in the last equality we used the group closure property,
∀ k , j ∃ i such that Dk

†Dj =Di. For a unitary irreducible rep-
resentation of G this immediately implies, by Schur’s lemma,

that Heff
�1�=cIS � HB where c is a constant, i.e., Heff

�1� acts harm-
lessly on the system. The second- and higher-order terms in
the Magnus expansion of the effective Hamiltonian, Heff

�2+�

include terms due to the finite width of pulses and the re-
maining undecoupled terms, as the projection into the cen-
tralizer is only approximate. We will include these terms in
our detailed efficiency estimates.

If the algebraic structure of Herr is known, we can choose
the decoupling group such that it satisfies the “decoupling
condition” for any Hamiltonian Herr �6,7�,

�G�Herr� = 
j=1

N

DjHerrDj
† = 0. �18�

In the limit � ,�→0, and in the absence of control, the first-
order Magnus expansion is exact and condition �18� guaran-
tees the stroboscopic elimination of Herr, in the sense that
Heff

�1��T�=NHB, and this would be true at the end of every DD
cycle. Another way to understand condition �18� is to recall
that D1= IS, which means that  j=2

N DjHerrDj
†=−Herr: The

negative sign in front of Herr means that the role of the de-
coupling group is to effectively time reverse the error Hamil-
tonian at the end of the cycle.

B. Interaction picture

In a setting where decoupling works perfectly the system
evolves independently from the bath, purely under the action
of the control Hamiltonian. Therefore, we use the interaction
picture of

Hsec � Hctrl + HB �19�

�the sum of the secular terms� to calculate the full propagator
�Eq. �6��,

U�t� = UsecUerr�t,0� , �20�

where

Usec � Uctrl�t� � UB�t� , �21�

Uctrl�t� = T exp�− i�
0

t

Hctrl�s�ds� , �22�

UB�t� = exp�− itHB� . �23�

If ���t��=U�t����0�� �Schrödinger picture� then ��̃�t��
=Usec

† ���t��=Uerr�t����0�� is the corresponding state in the
interaction picture. Similarly, for mixed states, 	̃�t�
=Usec

† 	�t�Usec=Uerr�t ,0�	�0�Uerr
† �t ,0�. The interaction picture

propagator Uerr contains all the “errors,” in the sense that if it
becomes the identity operator then decoupling is perfect. For
then, U�t�=Uctrl�t� � UB�t� and the desired system dynamics
is completely decoupled from the bath. In this sense the in-
teraction picture is naturally suited to our analysis: by mov-
ing the “ideal” evolution Uctrl�t� � UB�t� to the left, we have
isolated the “error propagator” Uerr. In this setting quantum
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computation �or any quantum control procedure� is imple-
mented with the control Hamiltonian �corresponding to “no
system evolution” in the interaction picture� while the DD
Hamiltonian is used to reduce decoherence in the interaction
picture. Uerr satisfies the Schrödinger equation

dUerr�t,0�
dt

= − iH̃err�t�Uerr�t,0�, Uerr�0,0� = I , �24�

with

H̃err�t� = �UB
†

� Uctrl
† ��HDD�t� � IB + Herr��UB � Uctrl�

= HDD�t� + AdtHsec
�Herr� , �25�

where the linear adjoint map AdA�B� has the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula �27�

AdA�B� � eiABe−iA = 
n=0



in

n!
�nA,B� , �26�

where �nA ,B� denotes a nested commutator term
�A , [¯�A ,B�]� in which A appears n times. Note that—
thanks to the commutation condition �4�—HDD�t� remains
invariant under the interaction picture transformation in Eq.
�25�. This is where the commutation condition shows up ex-
plicitly in our analysis.

Let us define an effective �dimensionless� “error phase”
�E via �28�

exp�− i�E�T�� � Uerr�T,0� . �27�

Thus �E�T� is the final effective Hamiltonian times the total
time, and it measures the deviation from ideal dynamics. In
other words, the goal of the decoupling procedure is to mini-
mize �E�T�. In Sec. IV we relate �E to conventional fidelity
measures. Throughout this work we repeatedly use the tech-
nique of expressing unitaries in terms of the “final effective
Hamiltonian.” In fact, this was already done in our review of
DD above, when we used the effective Hamiltonian Heff

�1��T�
in Eq. �13�.

C. Error phase

We now wish to calculate the total propagator U �Eq. �6��
in the presence of both decoupling and control. The evolu-

tion generated by H̃err�t� �Eq. �25�� can be decomposed into
“free” and pulse periods as follows:

H̃err�t� =
AdtHsec
�Herr� , ti−1 � t � ti−1 + � ,

HP
�i� + AdtHsec

�Herr� , ti−1 + � � t � ti.
�

�28�

�These time limits are equivalent to the ones in Eq. �8�.� In
Appendix B we prove the following “switching lemma.”

Lemma 1. The propagator generated by a “switched
Hamiltonian,”

H�t� = Hi�t� ti−1 � t � ti, i = 1, . . . ,N , �29�

can be decomposed into corresponding segments,

U�tN,t0� = U�tN,tN−1� ¯ U�t1,t0� , �30�

where U�ti+1 , ti�, with ti� t� ti+1, satisfies the Schrödinger
equation

dU�t,ti�
dt

= − iH�t�U�t,ti�, U�ti,ti� = I . �31�

We can thus write

Uerr�T,0� = Uerr�tN,tN−1� ¯ Uerr�t1,t0� , �32�

where Uerr�ti , ti−1�, with ti−1� t� ti, satisfies the Schrödinger
equation

dUerr�t,ti−1�
dt

= − iH̃err�t�Uerr�t,ti−1� ,

Uerr�ti−1,ti−1� = I , �33�

whose formal solution is

Uerr�t,ti−1� = T exp�− i�
ti−1

t

H̃err�t�dt� . �34�

Analogously, we can further decompose each segment
into a pulse and a free evolution, each with an effective
Hamiltonian. The pulse part is

Uerr�ti,ti−1� = Uerr�ti,ti − ��Uerr�ti − �,ti−1�

= Te−i�ti−�
ti H̃err�t�dtUerr�ti − �,ti−1�

= Pie
−i�Herr

Pi
Uerr�ti − �,ti−1� , �35�

which, using Eq. �28�, serves to define the effective error

exp�− i�Herr
Pi ���� � Pi

†Te−i�ti−�
ti �HP

�i�+AdtHsec
�Herr��dt �36�

associated with the width of the ideal pulse Pi

=exp�−i�HP
�i��.

The ith free segment �ti−1 , ti−�� is similarly generated by
an effective Hamiltonian Herr

�i� defined via

exp�− i�Herr
�i� � � Uerr�ti−1 + �,ti−1� = Te−i�0

�Ad�s+ti−1�Hsec
�Herr�ds.

�37�

The overall error unitary Uerr�T ,0� can thus be written as

Uerr�T,0� = PN exp�− i�Herr
PN�exp�− i�Herr

�N�� � ¯

� P1 exp�− i�Herr
P1�exp�− i�Herr

�1�� . �38�

To incorporate the effect of the DD operations we recall the
definition of the decoupling group in terms of the pulse uni-
taries �Eq. �14�� and rewrite Eq. �38� as

Uerr�T,0� = DNe−i�Herr
PN

DN
† DNe−i�Herr

�N�
DN

† � ¯

� D1e−i�Herr
P1

D1
†D1e−i�Herr

�1�
D1

†

= �
j=0

N−1

exp�− i�DN−jHerr
PN−jDN−j

† �

�exp�i�DN−jHerr
�N−j�DN−j

† � . �39�
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By Lemma 1, the following time-dependent Hamiltonian
generates Uerr�T ,0�:

Hm�t� � 
DiHerr
�i�Di

† for ti � t � ti + � ,

DiHerr
Pi Di

† for ti + � � t � ti+1.
� �40�

The “free evolution error-Hamiltonian” Herr
�i� and “pulse error-

Hamiltonian” Herr
Pi are defined, respectively, in Eqs. �37� and

�36�. Gathering our results we can write

exp�− i�E�T�� = Uerr�T,0� = T exp�− i�
0

T

Hm�t�dt� .

�41�

IV. ERROR BOUNDS

In this section we derive rigorous error bounds that relate
the error between the desired and actual final state to the
norm of the error phase �E�T�. Throughout this work we use
the trace distance

D�	1,	2� �
1

2
�	1 − 	2�1, �42�

where

�A�1 � tr��A†A� , �43�

as the distance measure between state, and the quantum fi-
delity, defined for any pair of positive operators A and B,

FQ�A,B� � ��A�B�1 =
A†=A,B†=B

tr��BA�B . �44�

There is a useful relation between the trace distance and the
quantum fidelity �1�,

1 − D�	1,	2� � FQ�	1,	2� � �1 − D�	1,	2�2, �45�

which means that the trace distance and fidelity can be used
to bound one another from below and above.

When one or more of the states is pure ��1� , �2��, we
shall write D�1 ,2� and F�1 ,2�, or use a mixed notation
D�1 ,	2� and F�1 ,	2�, etc.

We also make repeated use of the operator norm

�A�
 � sup
��=1

�A��� . �46�

For a review of these measures along with key properties see
Appendix C.

In the absence of the bath the control Hamiltonian Hctrl�t�
would implement a quantum computation via the propagator
Uctrl �Eq. �2��. Equivalently, the state of the quantum com-
puter at the final time T would be described by the solution

��T�� of the Schrödinger equation �̇�=−iHctrl��. Imperfect
control of Hctrl�t� means that even in the absence of the bath,
��T�� is not the ideal final state, which would be obtained if
one could implement a completely accurate and noise-free

Hamiltonian Hctrl
ideal�t�, with corresponding final state ���T��.

Minimization of the corresponding closed-system control er-
ror

�id � D��T�,��T�� �47�

belongs to the realm of fault-tolerant quantum computation
�29� and composite pulse techniques �30�, and will not be
addressed here.

The initial bath state is 	B�0� and in the absence of cou-
pling to the system it evolves under the pure-bath Hamil-
tonian to 	B

0�t ;��=UB�t�	B
0���UB�t�† �the superscript 0 de-

notes no system-bath coupling�.
In the general mixed-state setting we distinguish between

“ideal” system evolution described by a pure state 	S
ideal�t�

= ���t�����t��, with ���t��=Uctrl
ideal�t����0�� and Uctrl

ideal gener-
ated by Hctrl

ideal, and bath-free nonideal system evolution �due
to control errors�, described by a mixed state 	S

0�t� �the mixed
nature can be due to, e.g., the need to average over stochastic
realizations of unitary evolutions�. In the absence of any cou-
pling between system and bath the joint initial states
	S

ideal�0� � 	B
0�0� or 	S

0�0� � 	B
0�0� evolve in the two scenarios

to 	ideal�t��	S
ideal�t� � 	B

0�t� or 	0�t��	S
0�t� � 	B

0�t�, respec-
tively.

Then the final error due to imperfect control in the un-
coupled setting is

Did � D�	0�T�,	ideal�T�� = D�	S
0�T�,	S

ideal�T�� , �48�

where we have used the multiplicativity property �C7� and
unitary invariance. Minimization of the pure-system control
error Did �generalization of Eq. �47�� once again lies in the
domain of fault tolerant quantum error correction �29� and
composite pulse techniques �30�.

The actual system-bath state obtained by time evolution
under the full propagator U�t� �Eq. �6�� is 	�t�=U�t��	S�0�
� 	B�0��U�t�†, and the actual system state is 	S�t�=trB 	�t�.
The distance we wish to minimize is the distance between
the actual final system state 	�t� and the ideal final system
state �no control errors, no coupling to the bath�,

DS � D�	S�T�,	S
ideal�T�� . �49�

Define

Dtot � D�	�T�,	ideal�T�� . �50�

By virtue of Eq. �C11� we know that removing the partial
trace can only increase the distance between states, i.e.,

DS � Dtot. �51�

Let

DDD � D�	�T�,	0�T�� = D�	̃�T�, 	̃0�0�� , �52�

where we have used the fact that in the interaction picture
	̃0�t�= 	̃0�0�=	S�0� � 	B�0�. DDD is the distance due to cou-
pling between system and bath, and the role of the decou-
pling procedure is to minimize this distance.

Using the triangle inequality on �	�T�−	0�T�+	0�T�
−	ideal�T��1 we have
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Dtot � DDD + Did, �53�

which shows that minimizing the total error can be done by
separately minimizing the open-system decoupling error and
the closed-system control error.

In Appendix D �see also �31� for a more general treat-
ment� we prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Let U=exp�−iA� where A is Hermitian. Then
for any submultiplicative norm

�UBU† − B� � �B�min�2,e2�A�
 − 1�

�
2�A�
�1

2�B�min�1,�e − 1��A�
� . �54�

By identifying A with the error phase �E�T� and B with
	̃0�0� this allows us to write

DDD =
1

2
�Uerr�T,0�	̃�0�Uerr

† �T,0� − 	̃0�0��1

�
1

2
�	0�0��1min�2,�e2��E�T��
 − 1��

= min�1,
1

2
�e2��E�T��
 − 1�� �

2��E�T��
�1

2��E�T��
.

�55�

Inequality �55� shows that minimization of the error phase
�E�T� is sufficient for minimizing the decoherence error
DDD. Combining our bounds �Eqs. �48�, �53�, and �55�� we
have the quantum fidelity lower bound between the actual
and ideal system state,

FQ�	S�T�,	S
ideal�T�� � 1 − D�	S

0�T�,	S
ideal�T��

− min�1,
1

2
�e2��E�T��
 − 1�� . �56�

In other words, minimization of the pure-system control dis-
tance together with minimization of the error phase �E�T� is
sufficient for minimization of the total distance DS. Note that
the bound we have derived is not necessarily tight: It is pos-
sible to minimize DDD and Did simultaneously, rather than
separately, as is done in fault tolerant quantum error correc-
tion �29�.

V. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR DYNAMICALLY
DECOUPLED LOGIC GATES

Our goal in this section is to estimate the error associated
with the decoupled evolution �i.e., the evolution in the pres-
ence of a DD pulse sequence�, relative to the decoherence-
free evolution �no system-bath coupling�. The decoupled
evolution at the end of a DD cycle is described by the propa-
gator Uerr�T ,0� of Eq. �39�. The appropriate dimensionless
error parameter is the norm of the total error phase ��E�


�Eq. �27��. Our strategy for estimating �E will be to calculate
approximations to the final effective Hamiltonian and then to
bound its norm. As we showed in Sec. IV, in the limit that
�E vanishes the final state is free of decoherence errors.

Our main technical tool is the following lemma. For a
proof see �31�.

Lemma 3. Consider a quantum evolution generated by a
time-dependent Hamiltonian H�s�=H0�s�+V�s�, 0�s� t,
with propagators satisfying dU�s ,0� /ds=−iH�s�U�s ,0� and
dU0�s ,0�=−iH0�s�U0�s ,0�. Then there exists a time-
dependent Hamiltonian Heff�t� such that

exp�− itHeff�t�� � U0
†�t,0�U�t,0� �57�

and the following inequality holds for any unitarily invariant
norm:

�Heff� �
1

t
�

0

t

ds�V�s�� � ��V��t �58�

� sup
0�s�t

�V�s�� . �59�

This lemma allows us to relate the strength of the effective
interaction picture Hamiltonian at the end of the evolution
Heff�t� to the strength of the �time-dependent� perturbation V.

As a first application, let us relate �Herr
Pi �
 to �Herr�
. Com-

paring Lemma 3 with Eq. �36� and identifying H0 with HP
�i�

�and thus U0�t ,0� with the ideal pulse Pi�, V�t� with
AdtHsec

�Herr� (and thus H�t� with HP
�i�+AdtHsec

�Herr�), and
�Heff��� with �Herr

Pi ���, we have

�Herr
Pi ����
 � ��Herr�
�� � sup

ti+1−��t�ti+1

�Herr�t��
. �60�

This means that the application of a pulse, with inclusion of
the system-bath coupling during the pulse as in Eq. �36�,
does not cause a growth in the error rate. This is rather re-
markable and can be summarized as “pulses cannot hurt.”1

Similarly, by setting H0=0 and V�t�=AdtHsec
�Herr� in

Lemma 3, we obtain for the free evolution

�Herr
�i� �
 � ��Herr�
�� � sup

ti�t�ti+�
�Herr�t��
. �61�

Now let us return to Hm �Eq. �40��, i.e., the Hamiltonian
describing the total evolution over a DD cycle. From now on
we simply denote ��Herr�
�� and ��Herr�
�� by �Herr�
. Then
the last two inequalities yield �DiHerr

Pi Di
†�
� �Herr�
 and

�DiHerr
�i�Di

†�
� �Herr�
, so that

�Hm�t��
 � �Herr�
. �62�

At this point we are ready to use the Magnus expansion to
estimate the error phase �E�T�. Recalling Eq. �41�, the Mag-
nus expansion for the error phase is given by

�E�T� = �
0

T

ds1Hm�s1� +
i

2
�

0

T

ds1�
0

s1

ds2�Hm�s2�,Hm�s1��

+ ¯ , �63�

and converges as long as �0
Tds1�Hm�s1��
�� �Eq. �A7��, i.e.,

a sufficient condition for convergence is

1Of course by other measures pulses can hurt. For example,
broadband pulses can cause unwanted transitions. But for the pur-
poses of our error estimates the absence of growth of the error norm
is the crucial aspect.
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T�Herr�
 � � . �64�

We assume that our decoupling sequence �Pi	 is designed for
cancelling error terms up to the first order in the Magnus
expansion, as in Sec. III. Accordingly we rewrite �E as a
sum of the first-order terms and a second-order correction,
which we can in principle improve upon by designing a
pulse sequence that cancels error terms up to a higher order,

�E�T� = �
0

T

Hm�s�ds + �2nd�T� . �65�

In Appendix E we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian H�t�,

0� t�T, and the partial sum of kth- and higher-order terms
in the corresponding Magnus expansion:

�k = 
i=k




�i. �66�

Assume the Magnus expansion converges. Then,

��k�
 � ck„T sup
0�t�T

�H�t��
…
k, �67�

where ck=O�1� is a constant.
Thus, subject to Eq. �64�,

��2nd�T��
 � c�T�Herr�
�2 �68�

for some constant c. The fact that starting from arbitrary kth
order the error phase is upper bounded by �T�Herr�
�k means
that the design of higher-order pulse sequences can be very
advantageous in achieving improved convergence of the DD
procedure �see also �25,32,37��, but we will not pursue this
here.

To calculate the first-order integral in Eq. �65� we separate
the pulse and free parts,

�
0

T

Hm�s�ds = �pulse + �free,

�pulse � 
i=1

N �
ti−�

ti

Hm�s�ds ,

�free � 
i=0

N−1 �
ti

ti+�

Hm�s�ds . �69�

Using Eq. �62�, the error phase due to the pulses �pulse is
bounded by

��pulse�
 � ��Herr�
, �70�

where

� � N� �71�

is the total length of the pulse durations. Without use of
additional techniques such as pulse shaping �25,32� or com-
posite pulse sequences �30�, the only means at our disposal
to minimize this error is to make the pulse duration � small.
Taking stock, we have, so far

��E�T��
 � ��
0

T

Hm�s�ds�



+ ��2nd�T��


� ��Herr�
 + ��free�
 + c�T�Herr�
�2. �72�

The “free error” ��free�
 is the target of the DD pulses. Ex-
plicitly, we have, using Eq. �40�,

�free = �
i=1

N

DiHerr
�i�Di

†. �73�

The effective error Hamiltonians Herr
�i� can be Magnus ex-

panded to first order in H̃err�t�=AdtHsec
�Herr� �recall Eq. �28��,

so that the higher-order commutators arising from the time
ordering in the definition of Herr

�i� are included in a new term
C that will be absorbed into �2nd. First,

exp�− i�Herr
�i� � = T exp�− i�

ti−1

ti−1+�

H̃err�t�dt�
= exp�− i�

ti−1

ti−1+�

H̃err�t�dt + C�i��
= exp�− i�

ti−1

ti−1+�


n=0



�− it�n

n!

��nHsec,Herr�dt + C�i�� , �74�

where by Lemma 4,

�C�i��
 � d„� sup
ti−1�t�ti−1+�

�H̃err�t��
…
2 = d���Herr�
�2, �75�

and where d is a constant. The integrals yield

fn,j � �
tj−1

tj−1+� �− it�n

n!
d =

�− i�n

�n + 1�!
��tj−1 + ��n+1 − tj−1

n+1�t .

�76�

Therefore, we can define Herr
�i� via the expansion

�Herr
�i� = �Herr + 

n=1




fn,i�nHsec,Herr� + C�i�. �77�

Returning now to �free �Eq. �73��, notice that the first term
�Herr� in Eq. �77� does not depend on ti and is singled out, so
that we may write

�free = �dec + �undec + C ,

�dec � �
i=1

N

DiHerrDi
†,

�undec � 
i=1

N


n=1




fn,i�nHsec,DiHerrDi
†� ,
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C � 
i=1

N

DiC
�i�Di

†, �78�

where

�C�
 � Nd���Herr�
�2 =
d

N
��T − ���Herr�
�2. �79�

The purpose of the DD procedure is, of course, to cancel
�dec �recall Eq. �18��. Pulse sequences that cancel higher-
order terms �n�1 in �undec� can be found, but this will not
be pursued here. Thus in our case the undecoupled terms will
be given by �undec. Define

� � �Hsec�
, J � �Herr�
. �80�

Let us first note that, using the triangle inequality on �undec
=�free−�dec and Eqs. �73� and �77�,

��undec�
 � ��free�
 � �
i=1

N

�DiHerr
�i�Di

†�


= �
i=1

N

�Herr
�i� �
 � T�Herr�
 = JT . �81�

This trivial upper bound simply means that the undecoupled
error is bounded above by “do nothing.” Another upper
bound for �undec can be found by making use of norm sub-
multiplicativity,

��A,B��
 � 2�A�
�B�
, �82�

for any pair of operators A and B in the combined system-
bath Hilbert space. Then,

��undec�
 � 
i=1

N


n=1




�fn,i���nHsec,DiHerrDi
†��


� 
i=1

N


n=1




�fn,i��2��nJ

= J
i=1

N


n=1



�ti−1 + ��n+1 − ti−1

n+1

�n + 1�!
�2��n

� J
i=1

N


n=1



�� + � + ti−1�n+1 − ti−1

n+1

�n + 1�!
�2��n

= J
n=1



�2��n

�n + 1�!i=1

N

ti
n+1 − ti−1

n+1

=
J

2�

n=1



Tn+1

�n + 1�!
�2��n+1 = JT

�e2�T − 1 − 2�T�
2�T

,

�83�

where in the penultimate equality we used T= tN and t0=0.
Combining the bounds in Eqs. �81� and �83� we obtain the

following bound on the strength of the undecoupled terms:

��undec�
 � JT min�1,
exp�2�T� − 1

2�T
− 1� . �84�

Combining the expressions for various parts of the total error
phase �E, we obtain the following upper bound:

��E�
 � ��2nd�
 + ��pulse�
 + ��dec�
 + ��undec�
 + �C�


� c�JT�2 + J� + 0 + JT min�1,
exp�2�T� − 1

2�T
− 1�

+
d

N
�J�T − ���2. �85�

Now note that for fixed N and � we can always write d�T
−�� /�N as c�T, where c� accounts for the shift and rescaling
of T. This allows us to absorb d

N ��T−��J�2 into c�TJ�2 �re-
defining c in the process�, so that

��E�
 � c�JT�2 + J� + JT min�1,
exp�2�T� − 1

2�T
− 1� .

�86�

This, in conjunction with Eq. �56�, finally gives us the de-
sired lower bound on the quantum fidelity of one period of
DD.

VI. PERIODIC DYNAMICAL DECOUPLING

Note that in principle the bound �86� is appropriate for
any DD sequence, since the time T is arbitrary �subject to the
convergence of the Magnus expansion� and the decoupling
group can have arbitrarily many elements. However, in prac-
tice DD pulse sequences have some deterministic structure,
such as periodicity or self-similarity, or are random. Struc-
ture generally results in improved performance under appro-
priate circumstances �13,33–38�, and hence the bound �86�
may be too weak.

In this section we apply the idea of encoded operations
and dynamical decoupling to the periodic case �PDD� �7� and
derive the final-time error bound. The encoded operation
consists of the switching of a physical Hamiltonian corre-
sponding to a logical Hamiltonian for a duration of Tm. This
switching period Tm is punctuated at various points by the
action of dynamical-decoupling operations. In the preceding
section, the analysis was performed for a basic cycle of N
pulses. In this section we consider what happens when this
sequence is applied m times.

Consider a basic decoupling sequence p designed to can-
cel all terms in Herr, as in Eq. �13�,

p�f�� = PNf�PN−1f�PN−2 ¯ P1f�, �87�

where �Pi	 is the sequence of N decoupling pulses and f�

denotes a “pause” of duration �= T
N in decoupling, during

which the control Hamiltonian Hctrl�t� generating the en-
coded logic gate is operative. Consider now the longer peri-
odic sequence PDDm formed by repeating p�f�� m times to
obtain a sequence of length Tm=mT with Nm=mN pulses,
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PDDm = �
j=1

m

p�f�� . �88�

In the absence of encoded operations the sequence p�f�� is
designed to cancel dynamics up to the first order. The longer
sequence PDDm has the same canceling properties as the
sequence p in the limit of �→0.

So far we have not been specific about how we implement
the encoded operation. Namely, we have considered general
time-dependent control Hamiltonians. For simplicity, from
now on we consider the following simple method for realiz-
ing encoded operations. First, we only implement one logic
gate during each PDD sequence. In other words, a new logic
gate requires a new PDD sequence. Second, each logic gate
is implemented in terms of a constant control Hamiltonian.
Thus, if ideally we wish to implement Uctrl�Tm�
=exp�−iTmHctrl�=exp�−i�R� �Eq. �2��, where Hctrl=�R with
� the magnitude of Hctrl and �=�Tm the phase, then in prac-
tice we will implement the decoupling-free intervals as

f� = exp�− i��Herr + HB� − i
�

Nm
R� . �89�

That is, the encoded operation is implemented little by little,
using N equal Nmth root segments.

Let us now find a bound on the fidelity of PDDm in this
setting. Since we implement the encoded operations using
the fixed step f�, the propagator for each cycle in the periodic
sequence is the same, and hence so is the error phase at the
end of each DD cycle. Formally, the total propagator in the
interaction picture is simply �recall Eq. �41��

Uerr�Tm,0� = Uerr„Tm,�m − 1�T… ¯ Uerr�2T,T�Uerr�T,0�

= �
j=1

m

e−i�E�jT� = �e−i�E�T��m = e−im�E�T� � e−i�PDDm.

�90�

Recalling our fidelity bound equation �56�, our task is to
estimate the norm of the error phase associated with the pe-
riodic sequence after time Tm, i.e., �PDDm

�m�E�T�. It thus
follows immediately from Eq. �86� that

��PDDm
�
 � c�JTm�2/m + NmJ�

+ JTm min�1,
exp�2�Tm/m� − 1

2��Tm/m�
− 1� .

�91�

In the limit of �=0 and �Tm�1, we have �second-order
Taylor expansion�

��PDDm
�
 � m�cJ2 + J��T2. �92�

We postpone an analysis of this result until Sec. VIII.

VII. EXAMPLE: QUANTUM COMPUTATION
USING THE HEISENBERG INTERACTION

The commutation condition �4� is crucial to our results. At
first sight it appears that one cannot satisfy it while having

nontrivial decoupling operations. However, as pointed out in
Ref. �19�, it can be satisfied using the double commutant
construction, which we now explain.

The decoupling group G induces a decomposition of the
system Hilbert space HS via its group algebra CG and its
commutant CG�, as follows �39,40�:

HS � �
J

CnJ � CdJ, �93�

CG � �
J

InJ
� MdJ

, CG� � �
J

MnJ
� IdJ

. �94�

Here nJ and dJ are, respectively, the multiplicity and dimen-
sion of the Jth irrep of the unitary representation chosen for
G, while IN and MN are, respectively, the N�N identity ma-
trix and unspecified complex-valued N�N matrices. We en-
code the computational state into �one of� the left-hand fac-
tors CJ�CnJ, i.e., each such factor �with J fixed� represents
an nJ-dimensional code CJ storing logd nJ qudits. Our DD
pulses act on the right-hand factors. As shown in �39�, the
dynamically decoupled evolution on each factor �code� CJ
will be noiseless in the ideal limit w ,�→0 if and only if
�G�S��= �J�J,�InJ

� IdJ
�the projection �G was defined in Eq.

�16�� for all system operators S� in HSB, whence Heff
�1�

= �J��InJ
� IdJ

��S � ���J,�B��B. Thus, assuming the latter
condition is met, under the action of ideal DD the action of
Heff

�1� on the code CJ is proportional to InJ
, i.e., is harmless.

Quantum logic is enacted by the elements of CG�.
Dynamical-decoupling operations are enacted via the ele-
ments of CG. We satisfy condition �4� because �CG ,CG��=0.

As an example, consider quantum computation with the
Heisenberg interaction �23,41,42�. For the purposes of quan-
tum computing with electron spins in quantum dots, where a
linear system-bath interaction of the form

HSB
lin = 

�=x,y,z


j

� j
�

� Bj
�, �95�

is the dominant source of decoherence due to hyperfine cou-
pling to impurity nuclear spins, it is convenient to use only
Heisenberg interactions HHeis=i�jJij�� i ·�� j, without
physical-level single-qubit gates �42�. Here �� j = �� j

x ,� j
y ,� j

z�
are the Pauli matrices on the jth system qubit and Bj

� are
arbitrary bath operators. To beat HSB

lin we use the Abelian
“universal decoupling group” �7� Guni= �I ,X ,Y ,Z	, where X
= � j� j

x, Y = � j� j
y, Z= � j� j

z. It is simple to verify that
�Guni

�HSB
lin�=0. This is compatible with using Guni to elimi-

nate HSB
lin, since the global X, Y, and Z pulses commute with

the Heisenberg interaction. That is, this is an explicit ex-
ample of Eq. �4�, where we identify Hctrl with HHeis, and HDD
with the Hamiltonian generating the global pulses X, Y, and
Z, namely,  j� j

�, �=x ,y ,z. As is well known �23,41,42�,
universal quantum computation is possible using only the
Heisenberg interaction provided qubits are encoded into ap-
propriate decoherence-free subspaces or subsystems.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It was our goal in this work to evaluate the effectiveness
of combining a periodic DD sequence on an appropriately
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chosen subspace with quantum logic gates implemented on
that subspace. We wish to characterize the conditions under
which such a scheme leads to higher fidelity quantum com-
putation compared to the alternative of not applying DD op-
erations. To do so, we now combine our two main results,
Eqs. �56� and �91�, for m PDD cycles, each of duration T,
i.e., of total duration Tm, involving Nm pulses each of width �
and interval �,

FQ�	S�Tm�,	S
ideal�Tm�� � 1 − D�	S

0�Tm�,	S
ideal�Tm��

− min�1,
1

2
�e2��PDDm

�
 − 1�� ,

�96�

��PDDm
�
 � c�JTm�2/m + NmJ�

+ JTm min�1,
exp�2�Tm/m� − 1

2��Tm/m�
− 1� ,

�97�

or, in simplified form �assuming �Tm�1, ��PDDm
�
�1 /2,

and zero-width pulses�

FQ�	S�Tm�,	S
ideal�Tm�� � 1 − D�	S

0�Tm�,	S
ideal�Tm��

− 2m�cJ2 + J��T2. �98�

We remind the reader that the term D�	S
0�Tm� ,	S

ideal�Tm�� is
the error due to control imperfections in the uncoupled set-
ting, and must be dealt with using methods such as fault
tolerant quantum error correction, composite pulses, or pulse
shaping.

The term c�JTm�2 /m=mcJ2T2 in Eq. �97� is a bound on
the error due to the fact that we have terminated the Magnus
expansion at second order. It can in principle be improved by
performing a more careful higher-order perturbation theory
analysis. The term NJ� is the error due to finite pulse width.
This error can be improved by using pulse shaping tech-
niques �24,25�. The last term in Eq. �97� is a bound on the
undecoupled errors, i.e., errors due to imperfect decoupling.
Considering the zero-width pulse limit, Eq. �98�, we see that
provided the number of cycles m scales more slowly than
�2�cJ2+J��T2�−1, i.e., if

m = o��2�cJ2 + J��T2�−1	 , �99�

the fidelity is guaranteed to be dominated by the error
D�	S

0�Tm� ,	S
ideal�Tm�� due to control imperfections �the

“little-o” notation means that the right-hand side dominates
the left-hand side asymptotically�.

We also recall that ���Hsec�
= �Hctrl � IB+ IS � HB�


� �Hctrl�
+ �HB�
 and J��Herr�
= �HSB+HS,res�
, where HSB
is the system-bath interaction Hamiltonian and HS,res are re-
sidual undesired pure-system terms that do not commute
with Hctrl. Expressing the system-bath interaction as HSB
=�S� � B� �sum over system times bath operators�, we
have J���S��
�B��
+ �HS,res�
. For local Hamiltonians in-
volving n system qubits we can reasonably expect J�n �e.g.,
for electron spin qubits, each of which is coupled to a local
bath of nuclear spin impurities�. Similarly, we have �Hctrl�


�n �assuming full parallelism in the operation of the quan-

tum computer�. The norm of the pure-bath Hamiltonian
��HB�
� may be very large, though in practice it is always
finite due to a high-energy cutoff or spatial cutoff determin-
ing the relevant bath degrees of freedom. Assuming that we
are dealing with a bath for which �HB�
�Mn �appropriate
spatial cutoff, such that the n qubits couple to a bath with M
degrees of freedom, where M can be very large�, we also
have ��n. Thus, we have from Eq. �99� that for fixed T,

m � c�n−2+�, �100�

where c� is a dimensionless constant involving the various
energy scales of the problem and ��0. This last result es-
tablishes that using PDD with fixed cycle time, there is a
tradeoff between the number of cycles and the size of the
quantum register, i.e., there is a limit on scalability. On the
other hand, the complete inequality suggested by Eq. �99� is

�mT � �2�cJ2 + J���−1/2 � n−1, �101�

so that a better strategy might be to invest resources in
shrinking the cycle duration T with n, so as to increase the
number of cycles m.

Ultimately, based on various comparative studies
�11,33–35�, we expect that there are strategies that will out-
perform PDD altogether and will lead to much improved
scalability. Such strategies are concatenated DD �13,33–36�,
randomized DD �10–12�, and specially tailored DD such as
the sequence proposed in �37� for the diagonal spin-boson
model. We expect that the rigorous analysis we have pre-
sented here will prove useful in the analysis of these more
elaborate pulse sequences.

In the appendixes we provide background and prove the
various lemmas found in the main text. For convenience we
restate all of the lemmas.
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APPENDIX A: MAGNUS EXPANSION

This appendix is a brief summary of �26,43�. The Magnus
expansion is a method for solving first-order operator-valued
linear differential equations,

dU�t,0�
dt

= − iH�t�U, t � 0,

U�0� = I . �A1�

Here H�t� can be any bounded linear operator. When H�t� is
Hermitian �the only case we consider�, Eq. �A1� is the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation and the Magnus expansion
provides a unitary perturbation theory, in contrast to the
Dyson series. The unitary nature of the Magnus expansion is
one of its most appealing features.
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The formal solution of Eq. �A1� is the time-ordered inte-
gral

U�t� = lim
N→


�
j=0

N

exp�− i
t

N
H� jt

N
�� � T exp�− i�

0

t

H�s�ds� .

�A2�

The Magnus expansion represent the solution in the form
U�t�=exp�−i��t�� and expresses ��t� in a series expansion.
When H�t� commutes with �0

t H�s�ds the solution is U�t�
=exp�−i�0

t H�s�ds�, t�0 �no time ordering�. Otherwise the
solution is an infinite series,

U�t,0� = lim
n→


eiMn�t�, �A3�

where Mn�t� is the Hermitian operator

Mn = 
i=1

n

�i, �A4�

where

�i�H�t��0
t

= 
j

cj,i �
t1

�
t2

¯

0�t1�¯�tn�t

�
tn

†�H�t1�, . . . ,H�tn��‡dtn ¯ dt1,

�A5�

where [�H�t1� , . . . ,H�tn��] denotes an nth level nested time-
ordered commutator expression between H�ti�, and the coef-
ficients cj,i are recursively defined and can be computed to
any order. The first few terms are

�1 = �
0

t

H�t1�dt1,

�2 =
i

2
�

0

t

dt1�
0

s

dt2�H�t1�,H�t1�� ,

�3 =
1

12
�

0

t

dt1�
0

t1

dt2�
0

t2

dt3†H�t3�,�H�t2�,H�t1��‡

+
1

4
�

0

t

dt1�
0

t1

ds��
0

t2

dt3†�H�t3�,H�t2��,H�t1�‡ .

�A6�

A sufficient �but not necessary� condition for absolute con-
vergence of the Magnus series Mn�t� in the interval �0, t� is
�43�

�
0

t

�H�s��
ds � � . �A7�

APPENDIX B: EVOLUTION LEMMA FOR A SWITCHED
HAMILTONIAN

We prove Lemma 1.
The propagator generated by a “switched Hamiltonian,”

H�t� = Hi�t� ti−1 � t � ti, i = 1, . . . ,N ,

can be decomposed into corresponding segments

U�tN,t0� = U�tN,tN−1� ¯ U�t1,t0� , �B1�

where U�ti+1 , ti�, with ti� t� ti+1, satisfies the Schrödinger
equation

dU�t,ti�
dt

= − iH�t�U�t,ti�, U�ti,ti� = I . �B2�

Proof. Denote the propagator generated by a time-
dependent Hamiltonian H�t� starting from an initial time t0
by U�t , t0�. Evolving backward in time from ti to t0, followed
by a forward in time evolution from t0 to t yields a net
evolution from ti to t,

U�t,ti� = U�t,t0�U�ti,t0�†. �B3�

Letting t= tN and ti= tN−1 we thus have

U�tN,t0� = U�tN,tN−1�U�tN−1,t0� . �B4�

Repeating this via U�tN−1 , t0�=U�tN−1 , tN−2�U�tN−2 , t0�, etc.,
we arrive at Eq. �B1�. To prove that U�t , ti� satisfies Eq. �B2�
we differentiate Eq. �B3� with respect to t,

dU�t,ti�
dt

=
dU�t,t0�

dt
U�ti,t0�†

= − iH�t�U�t,t0�U�ti,t0�† = − iH�t�U�t,ti� .

�B5�

�

APPENDIX C: NORMS AND DISTANCES

Throughout this work we use unitarily invariant norms on
bounded operators A �44� �Chap. 4�,

�A� = �UAV� U,V unitary. �C1�

A norm is weakly unitarily invariant if �A�= �UAU†� for ev-
ery unitary U. Obviously, if a norm is unitarily invariant then
it is also weakly unitarily invariant. In addition to being su-
badditive, i.e., satisfying the triangle inequality �by definition
of a norm� �A+B�� �A�+ �B�, unitarily invariant norms are
also submultiplicative �44�:

�AB� � �A��B� . �C2�

Define

�A� � �A†A . �C3�

The set of all square matrices, together with a submultiplica-
tive norm, is an example of a Banach algebra, and every C�

algebra is a Banach algebra. Note that not all matrix norms
are submultiplicative. For example, if we define �A��

=maxij�aij� then for the matrices A=B= � 1
0

1
1 � we have �A��

= �B��=1 but �AB��=2.
We now give three important examples �44�.
The trace norm is
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�A�1 � tr��A�� =
A†=A

tr A . �C4�

Note that if 	 is a density matrix then �	�1=tr 	=1. The trace
distance D�	1 ,	2�� 1

2 �	1−	2�1, plays a special role since it
captures the measurable distance between different density
matrices 	1 and 	2 �45�. Namely, D�	1 ,	2� is an achievable
upper bound on the trace distance between probability distri-
butions arising from measurements P performed on 	1 and
	2 �1� �Theorem 9.1�, in the sense that D�	1 ,	2�
=maxP��P�1− �P�2�, where P� I is a positive operator, and
�P�i=tr�P	i�.

The Frobenius �or Hilbert-Schmidt� norm

�A�2 � ��A,A� = �tr�A†A� = �
ij

�aij�2�1/2
�C5�

�where A has matrix elements aij� is the norm induced by the
Hilbert-Schmidt inner product

�A,B� � tr A†B . �C6�

Finally, the operator norm is

�A�
 � s1�A� = sup��=1�A��� ,

where s1�A� is the first �largest� singular value of A, i.e., the
largest eigenvalue of �A�.

All three norms are multiplicative with respect to the ten-
sor product �46� �Chap. 2�

�A � B�i = �A�i�B�i, i = 1,2,
 . �C7�

They satisfy the ordering

�A�
 � �A�2 � �A�1. �C8�

Another useful inequality is �46� �Chap. 2�

�ABC� � �A�
�B��C�
, �C9�

where �¯ � denotes any unitarily invariant norm. A special
case of this is obtained by setting A, B or C= I,

�AB� � �A�
�B�,�A�
�B�
,�B�
�A� . �C10�

An important inequality we need relates the norm of the
partial trace and the norm of the operator being traced over
�for a proof see �31��,

�trB X�i � di�X�i �i = 1,2,
� ,

d1 = 1,

d2 = �dim�HB� ,

d
 = dim�HB� , �C11�

where X is a linear operator over the tensor product Hilbert
space HS � HB. For the trace norm this is a special case of
the well-known result that trace-preserving maps �in this case
the partial trace� are contractive �1�.

APPENDIX D: NORM TO ERROR PHASE INEQUALITY
FOR MIXED STATES

We prove Lemma 2.

Let U=exp�−iA� where A is Hermitian. Then for any sub-
multiplicative norm

�UBU† − B� � �B�min�2,e2�A�
 − 1�

�
2�A�
�1

2�B�min�1,�e − 1��A�
� .

Proof. First note that

ex − 1 = x�1 + 
n=2



xn−1

n!
� �

x�1

x�1 + 
n=2



1

n!
� = �e − 1�x .

�D1�

By a similar calculation we also get ex−1
x −1 �

x�1

�e−2�x.
By the triangle inequality

�UBU† − B� � �UBU†� + �B� � 2�B� . �D2�

On the other hand, using the Taylor expansion of
exp�−i�A ,¯�� we have

�UBU† − B� = �
n=0



�− i�n

n!
�nA,B� − B�

= �
n=1



in

n!
�nA,B�� � 

n=1



1

n!
��nA,B��

� 
n=1



2n�A�


n

n!
�B�

= �e2�A�
 − 1��B�

�
2�A�
�1

2�e − 1��A�
�B� , �D3�

where in the penultimate inequality we iterated

��A,B�� � 2�AB� � 2�A�
�B� �D4�

�where we used submultiplicativity together with Eq. �C10��
to obtain

��nA,B�� � �A�
��n−1A,B�� � ¯ � �A�

n �B� . �D5�

�

APPENDIX E: MAGNUS EXPANSION TRUNCATION
BOUND

We prove Lemma 4.
Consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian H�t�, 0� t�T,

and the partial sum of kth- and higher-order terms in the
corresponding Magnus expansion,

�k = 
i=k




�i.

Assume the Magnus expansion converges in the trace norm.
Then

��k� � ck�T sup
0�t�T

�H�t��
�k,

where ck=O�1� is a constant.
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Proof. Define h�sup0�t�T�H�t��
 and rescale H�t� by hT,

H��t� =
H�t�
hT

. �E1�

We can rewrite �i as

�i�H�t��0
T

= �hT�i
j

cj,i�
0

T

¯�
0

T

†�H��t1�, . . . ,H��tn��‡dtn ¯ dt1

= �hT�i�i�H��t��0
T. �E2�

Recall the condition for absolute convergence of the Magnus
expansion, Eq. �A7�. Since �0

T�H�t��dt�T sup0�t�T�H�t�� a
sufficient condition is

hT � 1. �E3�

Absolute convergence �convergence of the sum of absolute
values� means that if we define, for k�1, the partial sum

Bn,k � 
i=k

n

��i�H�t��0
T� �E4�

then

lim
n→


Bn,k = �k�H�t��0
T � 
 , �E5�

where �k is some functional of H�t�. Similarly for H��t�,

lim
n→



i=k

n

��i�H��t��0
T� = �k�H��t��0

T � Ak = O�1� . �E6�

Let us now focus on the partial sum of kth- and higher-order
terms in the Magnus expansion, �k=i=k


 �i. We can bound
�k in the following manner:

��k� � 
i=k




��i�H�t��0
T� =

Eq. �E2�

�hT�k
i=k




�hT�i−k��i�H��t��0
T�

�
Eq. �E3�

�hT�k
i=k




��i�H��t��0
T� =

Eq. �E6�

�hT�kAk = O��hT�k� .

�E7�
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